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The Statewide Arterial Management Program (STAMP) Action Plan identifies specific, measurable, accountable, 
relevant, and timely action items for the Central Office (CO) and individual Districts (in coordination with local 
agencies) to benefit the STAMP program. The Action Plan supports 2017 TSM&O Strategic Plan vision, mission, 
and priority focus areas. The action items identified in this plan support deployment within the following focus 
areas: field technologies, traffic control strategies, Traffic Management Center (TMC) technologies, operations, 
and maintenance, with each focusing on outcomes and performance measures as a basis for tracking the 
systems performance. 

All action items fall within either quick, short-term, mid-term or long-term time frames. The quick action items are 
ready for immediate activity. Some of these items are identified under detectors, upgrades, communications, and 
emerging technologies. This Action Plan serves as a basis for planning and selecting projects to add to the ten-
year cost feasibility plan, and for deployment to achieve TSM&O Strategic Plan outcomes for system operations, 
safety, and maintenance.

This Action Plan identified sixty-nine (69) action items under the following categories:

• Leadership: The Action Plan ensures FDOT continues to lead the nation in ITS activities. The leadership
activities include developing policies and guidance on arterial system safety and mobility; identifying
opportunities to collaborate with local, national, and private industry partners; training and resource
development; and delivery of STAMP priority focus areas. The associated performance assessment for
leadership is FDOT recognition, locally and nationally.

• Safety: FDOT’s vision is to provide fatality-free roadways for all Florida’s road users. This Action Plan
identifies action items that will help achieve that vision, especially reducing bicycle and pedestrian crashes.
The associated performance assessments are improved traffic and bike-ped safety.

• Mobility: Florida has a high tourism rate and dense urban areas with severe congestion. This action plan
identifies action items that will help improve travel time reliability and reduce congestion. The associated
performance assessment for mobility are travel time improvement and increased throughput for all
roadway users, regardless of travel mode choice.

• Systems Availability: ITS and advanced traffic signal systems are deployed on portions or all the state
highway system (SHS) in addition to the legacy traffic signal system. They are mainly operated and
maintained by local partners through an agreement. This Action Plan includes action items to enhance
system uptime via monitoring, operations, and proactive maintenance. The performance assessment
associated for systems availability is to have higher system uptime.

• Mainstreaming: Mainstreaming is an integral part of the TSM&O Strategic Plan. This Action Plan targets
district-level and regional plans and processes that impact signalized arterial roadways. As part of
the TSM&O Strategic Plan, CO will mainstream TSM&O at the CO and state and national levels. The
performance assessment associated for arterial mainstreaming is enhanced regional partnerships and
local support.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1. INTRODUCTION
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
Statewide Arterial Management Program (STAMP) is 
part of the State Traffic Engineering and Operations 
Office (STEOO) Transportation Systems Management 
and Operations (TSM&O) Division. This action plan 
is developed to support the 2017 TSM&O Strategic 
Plan vision, mission, and priority focus areas. The 
STAMP Action Plan identifies specific, measurable, 
accountable, relevant, and timely action items for the 
Central Office (CO) and Districts/local agencies to 
support the accomplishment of four of six 2017 TSM&O 
Strategic Plan priority focus areas:

1. TSM&O mainstreaming
2. Freeway Management (not included)
3. Arterial Management
4. Managed Lanes (not included)
5. Connected Vehicle (CV)
6. Information Systems

Note: The 2017 TSM&O Strategic Plan also identifies 
Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) within arterial 
and freeway management priority areas. 

Application of emerging technologies for system  
management and operations is an ongoing process. 
This Plan, as does the entire TSM&O Strategic Plan, 
will inherently monitor current and planned 
deployments, strategies and processes while 
simultaneously assessing new technologies and 
opportunities to effectively and efficiently meet our 
transportation demand. The STAMP Action Plan is a 
living document and will be updated annually based 
on District and FDOT Partner input.

Notes:

1. Arterial” in the STAMP Action Plan refers to all 
“on-system”, non-freeway, and non-toll roads. 
The “off-system” roads are referred to as “local” 
roads that are non-SHS.

2. “Complete” and “finished” refer to a phase of the 
action item. This plan will outline active 
monitoring for each task and revisiting action 
items periodically for updates.

3. “FDOT Partners” refer to cities, counties, 
private industries, universities; and metropolitan 
and transportation planning organizations 
(MPO)/(TPO). 
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1.2. STAMP MISSION
The STAMP mission is to deliver the 2017 TSM&O 
Strategic Plan vision, mission, and goals specific to 
arterials. The goals of the STAMP Action Plan are to:

1. Supplement TSM&O Strategic Plan as they
relate to arterials.

2. Develop a comprehensive approach to arterial
management.

3. Focus on SMART actions items for short to
mid-term goals.

1.3. GOALS SETTING AND 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The STAMP Action Plan applies the TSM&O program 
goals and performance measures to arterials. The 
program goals are:

1. Goals – mobility, safety, and network uptime
vailability.

2. Performance Enhancement Goals (PEG) –
goals to be accomplished through operations of
arterial management systems, for example.

3. Project-Performance Enhancement Goals
(P-PEG) – performance goals anticipated
through implementation of new or expanded
arterial management systems, for example.
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2 FLORIDA’S HIGHWAY SYSTEM
   BACKGROUND
2.1. FLORIDA’S HIGHWAY SYSTEM
The Florida highway system is classified under three categories: Strategic Intermodal System (SIS), National 
Highway System (NHS), and State Highway System (SHS). Figure 1 shows the total center-line miles covered 
under SHS, NHS, and SIS by interstates, tolls, and arterials. 

According to 2015 FDOT Planning Office Data, the SHS “arterial” centerline miles are 52% urban and 
48% rural, and lane miles are 64% urban and 36% rural.  

Figure 1. Florida’s Highway System Miles

2.2. DAILY VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED
The Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled (DVMT) on Florida’s highway system is the product of an average daily 
traffic count and the length of the road. DVMT on SIS, NHS, and SHS are an indication of the use of different 
roadway systems within the State. Figure 2 shows the DVMT (in thousands) on interstates, toll roads, and 
arterials for the year 2015.

Figure 2. DVMT on Interstates, Toll, and Other Roads (in Thousands)

0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000 12,000 14,000

Interstates

Tolls

Arterials

SHS Miles 1,495 675 9,945

NHS Miles 1,495 646 6,062

SIS Miles 1,495 612 2,187

0 50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000 250,000 300,000 350,000

Interstates

Tolls

Arterials

SHS Miles 103,571 34,565 169,396

NHS Miles 103,571 34,225 130,300

SIS Miles 103,571 31,169 34,849

Figure 1 shows that 
Florida’s arterial system 
is 82% of the total 
highway center-line miles 
(9,945/12,115 = .8208):
• SIS includes 22% of total

arterial system miles,
(2,187/9,945 = .2199)

• NHS includes 61% of
total arterial system
miles, (6,062/9,945 =
.6095)

Figure 2 shows that 
Florida’s arterial system 
covers 55% of the 
total highway DVMT 
(169,396/307,532 = 
.5508):
• SIS includes 21% of

total arterial DVMT,
(34,849/169,396 =
.2057)

• NHS includes 77% of
total arterial DVMT, 
(130,300/169,396 = 
.7692)Source: FDOT Planing Office, http://www.fdot.gov/statistics/mileage-rpts/

Source: FDOT Planing Office, http://www.fdot.gov/statistics/hwysys/default.shtm 

 http://www.fdot.gov/planning/statistics/mileage-rpts/shsall.shtm
http://www.fdot.gov/statistics/mileage-rpts/
http://www.fdot.gov/statistics/hwysys/default.shtm
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Table 1 below shows the density in DVMT (in thousands) divided by center line miles. This shows that NHS 
has higher density compared to SHS and SIS arterials.

Table 1. Density in DVMT (in thousands)/Center Line Miles

As the interstate and toll road system’s Intelligent 
Transportation System (ITS) infrastructure 
deployment is nearing completion and reaching 
the advanced maturity level, the arterial system 
should be given priority in management and 
operations. It is also important to understand that 
not all arterial systems are regionally significant 
and a corridor selection criteria should be 
developed by the Districts by prioritizing regional 
needs and understanding the traffic density. The 
information provided in this section establishes 
the groundwork for understanding the importance 
of arterial system classification and usage. 

2.3. STATEWIDE CRASH DATA
Figure 3 shows statewide crash severity by interstates, tolls, and, arterials between 2010 and 2014. Arterials 
experiences the highest number of crashes and majority of them are injury crashes.

Figure 3. 2010-2014 Crash Data Summary

Source: FDOT Safety Office’s 2010-2014 safety crash data report. 

To understand the extent of crashes, the crash rate is derived using the total number of crashes divided by the 
DVMT on SHS and is shown below:

• Interstates: 2.08 crash per million vehicle miles traveled per year;
((3,482 + 318,072 + 208,002)*1000) / (103,571*5*365) = 2.08.

• Tolls: 1.80 crash per million vehicle miles traveled per year;
((598 + 70,050 + 42,636)*1000) / (34,565*5*365) = 1.80

• Arterials: 4.94 crash per million vehicle miles traveled per year;
((11,052 + 881,924 + 634,674) *1000) / (169,396*5*365) = 4.94.

The formula used for crash rate calculation is: Crash Rate = (Total Crashes*1000) / (DVMT * Number of Years*365).
The crash rate calculation per DVMT shows that arterials experience the highest crash rate. This traffic safety 
information provides an overview for the state and should be considered for project and corridor prioritization. 

Roads SIS NHS SHS

Interstates 69 69 69

Tolls 51 53 51

Arterials 16 21 17
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 2.4. FLORIDA’S TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEMS
Figure 4 shows the total SHS traffic signals and interconnected and coordinated signals in the state. Based on this 
information, there are approximately 7,020 signals that are interconnected and monitored out of approximately 
8,838 traffic signals. Thus, approximately 80% of the traffic signals on SHS arterials are interconnected and 
monitored. 

Figure 4. FY 2016 Traffic Signal Maintenance and Compensation Agreement (TSMCA) Traffic Signals and Interconnected 
and Monitored Signals

Source: FDOT TSMCA, http://www.fdot.gov/traffic/its/ArterialManagement.shtm

Note that FDOT does not operate or maintain the SHS arterial traffic signal systems. FDOT compensates the 
local maintaining agencies such as cities, counties, and towns through individual Districts to maintain and keep 
the traffic signal control systems operational on the SHS arterial system on behalf of FDOT via Traffic Signal 
Maintenance Compensation Agreements (TSMCA) . As of August 2017, there are 152 local maintaining agencies 
combined in all seven Districts. Out of these agencies, 25% of local agencies maintain approximately 90% of 
the signals on SHS arterials. 

This agency interconnectivity information provides an overview for the state and should be considered for project 
and corridor prioritization.

http://www.fdot.gov/traffic/its/ArterialManagement.shtm
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3 STAMP ACTION PLAN
 

3.1. STAMP PRIORITY FOCUS AREAS
The seven (7) priority focus areas STAMP Action Plan are: outcomes, field technologies, traffic control strategies, 
Traffic Management Center (TMC) technologies, operations, maintenance, and performance assessment. 
Outcomes and performance assessments are enabled using the other five priority focus areas as shown in 
Figure 5 and are continuous processes for any project. 

Outcomes are directly linked to the performance measures. For example, outcome for leadership is recognition, 
outcome for safety is increase in safety for traffic and bicycle and pedestrians, and so on.

Figure 5. STAMP Priority Areas

3.1.1. RELATIONSHIP TO THE 2017 TSM&O STRATEGIC PLAN
The STAMP Action Plan follows the 2017 TSM&O Strategic Plan and falls within the four TSM&O priority focus 
areas, shown in bold below: 

1. TSM&O mainstreaming
2. Freeway Management (not included)
3. Arterial Management
4. Managed Lanes (not included)
5. Connected Vehicle (CV)
6. Information Systems
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3.1.2. DISTRICT PARTICIPATION
FDOT Districts provided their input during STAMP bi-monthly meetings as well as during STAMP Action Plan 
focused telephone discussions. Districts provided responses to a paper based questionnaire during a STAMP 
Action Plan interview process. In addition, input was received from Districts during Capability Maturity Model 
(CMM) and Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2) Business Process workshops with Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) focusing on arterial management in early 2017. Figure 6 shows the high priority
areas based on District’s responses to the questionnaire, performance measures and O&M are the two important
aspects in addition to others as shown. Note font sizes shown in the figure are proportionate to the importance
given by the Districts.

Figure 6. District Survey Questionnaire

These workshops and discussions facilitated a platform to help identify several priority focus areas for arterial 
management and are summarized in this STAMP Action Plan. The Districts have identified several important 
performance outcomes from the CMM workshop, as shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7. Arterial Performance Measures

Notes from the CMM workshops and questionnaire response summary from the Districts are provided in 
Appendix A.
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3.2. STAMP OUTCOMES AND PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
The STAMP outcomes and performance assessments are developed based on discussions with the FDOT 
Districts and to align with the TSM&O Strategic Plan as listed below:

• Leadership: The Action Plan ensures FDOT continues to lead the nation in ITS activities. The leadership
activities include developing policies and guidance on arterial system for safety and mobility; identifying
opportunities to collaborate with local, national and private industry partners; training and resource
development; and delivery of STAMP priority focus areas. The associated performance assessment for
leadership is FDOT recognition locally and nationally.

• Safety: FDOT’s vision is to provide fatality-free roadways for all Florida’s road users. This Action Plan
identifies action items that will help achieve that vision, especially reducing bicycle and pedestrian crashes.
The associated performance assessments are improved traffic and bike-ped safety.

• Mobility: Florida has a high tourism rate and dense urban areas with severe congestion. This action plan
identifies action items that will help improve travel time reliability and reduce congestion. The associated
performance assessment for mobility are travel time improvement and increased throughput for all
roadway users, regardless of travel mode choice.

• Systems availability: ITS and advanced traffic signal systems are deployed on the state highway system
(SHS) in addition to the legacy traffic signal system. They are mainly operated and maintained by local
partners through an agreement. This Action Plan includes action items to enhance system uptime via
monitoring, operations, and proactive maintenance. The performance assessment associated for systems
availability is to have higher system uptime.

• Mainstreaming: Mainstreaming is an integral part of the TSM&O Strategic Plan. This Action Plan targets
district-level and regional plans and processes that impact signalized arterial roadways. As part of the
TSM&O Strategic Plan, CO will mainstream TSM&O at the CO and state and national level. The performance
assessment associated for arterial mainstreaming is enhanced regional partnerships and local support.
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3.3. STAMP ACTION PLAN PARAMETERS
3.3.1. TIME-BOUND GOAL SETTINGS
The STAMP action items are classified under the following four time-bound categories depending on where each 
of the action items stand in terms of the maturity level within each District.

1. Quick-term (up to 6 months)
2. Short-term (6 months to 1.5 years)
3. Mid-term (1.5 years to three years)
4. Long-term (more than three years)

3.3.2. ACTION ITEM EFFECTIVENESS
Each STAMP action item is identified with an effectiveness category as enablers and needle-movers. 
Enablers are the action items that enable needle-mover activities to move the needle in the right direction. For 
example, a ubiquitous communication network enables various active arterial management strategies.  

3.3.3. ACTION ITEM COST IMPLICATIONS
Each STAMP action item is assigned a varying level of cost commitment as shown in the individual action item 
tables from low- to high-level costs. For deployment of action items within the District(s), the cost 
information aids the understanding of the extent of financial commitment required and advanced planning. All 
projects should perform a systems engineering analysis process to ensure a good return on investment 
achieved by considering all available options on the table to reduce cost.

3.3.4. ACTION ITEM ACCOUNTABILITY
The STAMP action items are classified under two main accountability categories, one for the CO and the other 
for the Districts. The CO role will be focused mainly on policy, funding, guidance, mainstreaming, and testing 
emerging technologies via pilot projects. Districts will participate in all CO activities, champion projects, 
champion local agency relationship building, and mainstream the STAMP Action Plan within various district 
offices and local partners.
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i. TSM&O Mainstreaming ii. Arterial Management iii. Connected Vehicles

iv. Express Lanes v. Freeway Management vi. Information Systems

3.4. STAMP ACTION ITEMS
The following three action item categories spreads across the seven STAMP focus areas:

1. STAMP objective statements action items
2. Manuals, trainings, and guides action items
3. Funding and procurement action items

The remaining five action item categories belongs to the individual focus areas: field technology implementation, 
traffic control strategies, TMC technologies, and O&M.

A legend is included to use with the tables in each functional area as shown below.

Legend for TSM&O Strategic Plan Focus Areas

Underway Task S Short-Term CO

Future Task M Mid-Term D

L Long-Term $-$$

E Enabler $$$

Central Office

Districts In Coordination With Local 

Agency(Ies)

Low-Cost 

Medium-Cost

Q

Completed Task 

Recurring Task 

Quick-Term NM Needle-Mover $$$$-$$$$$ High-Cost

Low-Cost Needle-Mover
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3.4.1. STAMP OBJECTIVE STATEMENTS
The CO TSM&O division along with the Districts identified STAMP objective statements to support all major 
priority focus areas. This will help align the focus for the state and develop a strong foundation to support new 
initiatives. The goal of the STAMP objective statements is to set the future direction of the program. There are 
nine (9) action items identified under the STAMP objective statements as shown below in Table 2. 

Table 2. STAMP Objective Statements

The above statements are identified as quick and short-term duration. The STAMP objective statements will be 
developed by the CO TSM&O Division. These statements fall under the TSM&O Strategic Plan priority areas and 
work as enablers and low-cost action items that will help move the needle in the right direction. 

STAMP OBJECTIVE STATEMENTS
Goal: Develop definitive objectives for key STAMP 
priority areas.

Task # Predecessors TSM&O 
Focus # Status Q-S-

M-L
Mover, 
Enabler CO,D $

Develop STAMP Statement on priority corridors 1 ii Q E CO $

Develop STAMP Statement on field technologies 2 ii,iii S E CO $

Develop STAMP Statement on traffic control strategies 3 ii,v S E CO $

Develop STAMP Statement on Traffic Management 
Center (TMC) technologies 4 ii S E CO $

Develop STAMP Statement on Operations 5 ii S E CO $

Develop STAMP Statement on Maintenance 6 ii S E CO $

 Develop STAMP Statement on outcomes and 
performance assessment 7 ii,vi S E CO $

Develop STAMP Statement on multi-modal strategies 8 ii,v S E CO $

Develop STAMP Statement on Arterial Systems 
Engineering Process 9 i,ii Q E CO $
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3.4.2. STAMP MANUALS, TRAININGS, AND GUIDANCE
FDOT CO and Districts identified a strong desire to update standards, develop training, and develop guides. 
The goal of manuals, training, and guidance is to provide resources for program delivery and staff development. 
Table 3 below shows 20 action items that are related to manuals and standards, training development, and 
guides development. Some of the items are recurring and some are ongoing. 

Table 3. Manuals, Trainings, and Guidance

Outreach effort to universities, private industry, colleges, etc. are part of TSM&O Strategic Plan 
mainstreaming. Please refer to TSM&O Strategic Plan for activities related to mainstreaming efforts.

MANUALS, TRAINING, AND GUIDANCE
Goal: Provide resources for program delivery and 
staff development.

Task # Predecessors TSM&O 
Focus # Status Q-S-

M-L
Mover, 
Enabler CO,D $

Modify, Develop, and Update Standards and 
Manuals

Traffic Engineering Manual 10 i,ii S E CO $$

Florida Design Manual 11 i,ii S E CO $$

FDOT Standard Plans for Roadway and Bridge 
Construction 12 i,ii S E CO $$$

FDOT Standard Specifications for Roadway and 
Bridge Construction 13 i,ii S E CO $$

Training Development and Updates

Traffic Signal 102 14 i,ii Q E CO $$

Traffic Signal 201 15 14 i,ii S E CO $$$

Traffic Signal and Interconnect Design 16 i,ii S E CO $$

Systems Engineering Process for Arterials 17 i,ii S E CO $$

Advanced Signal Control Technology (ASCT) 18 i,ii Q E CO $$

Incorporated Arterial Fundings into Work Program 
Instructions 19 i,ii Q E CO $

Guides Development And Updates

V2I Communications 20 ii,iii S E CO $$

Advanced Traffic Signal Performance Measures 
(ATSPM) Guide 21 ii Q E CO $$

Integrated Corridor Management Guide 22 ii,v M E CO $$$

Ramp Meter Guide 23 ii,v S E CO $$

District Traffic Signal Business Progress 24 5,6 i,ii S E D $$

District Traffic Signal Management Plan 25 5,6 i,ii S E D $$

Maintenance Guidelines 26 6 i,ii S E CO $$

District Maintenance Procedures 27 26 i,ii M E D $$

Operations Guidelines 28 5 i,ii S E CO $$

District Maintenance Procedures 29 28 i,ii M E D $$
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All of these action items are identified as quick, short, or mid-term. Although these efforts are closely 
coordinated with the District staff, sixteen (16) action items will be led by CO and four (4) action items will be led 
by the Districts. These action items fall under the TSM&O Strategic Plan priority areas and all work as enablers 
as low-cost action items that will help move the needle in the right direction for staff and resource development. 

3.4.3. FUNDING AND PROCUREMENT
FDOT CO TSM&O Division and Districts identified action items related to funding and procuring projects on 
arterials to ensure that the projects are maintained and kept up-to-date. The goal of the STAMP funding and 
procurement priority focus area is to identify funding opportunities for implementation and O&M of current and 
future arterial system deployments. Table 4 shows eleven (11) action items most of which are completed with 
some that are ongoing and recurring. Refer to Appendix B for the “TSM&O Project Selection Criteria” for the 10-
year cost feasible plan development including arterial projects. 

Table 4. Funding and Procurement Action Items

The above action items are identified as quick, short, or mid-term. Although these efforts are closely 
coordinated with the District staff, most of these will be led by CO while Districts will work with their work 
program office to identify funds for the projects. These action items fall under the TSM&O Strategic Plan 
priority areas as low-cost items that will help move the needle in the right direction for funding and 
procurement. 

The four action items (highlighted in yellow above) are identified as low-cost, quick, short-term, needle-mover 
items. The program will utilize these items on a priority basis. One of the breakthrough tasks completed is the 
revision of the work program instructions to include funding for arterial projects. 

FUNDING AND PROCUREMENT
Identify funding opportunities for implementation, 
operations,and maintenance for STAMP priority areas.

Task # Predecessors TSM&O 
Focus # Status Q-S-

M-L
Mover, 
Enabler CO,D $

Develop 10-year cost feasible plan (capital, 
operations, and replacements) 30 ii Q NM CO,D $

Update work Program Instructions for arterials 31 i,ii - NM CO $

Apply for Federal grant programs (ATCMTD, 
FASTLANE/INFRA, AID, etc.) 32 ii S NM CO,D $$

Develop damage reimbursement process 33 ii - E CO $

Standardize  retiming scope and estimating process 34 ii Q E CO $

Identify dedicated funding source(s) for emerging 
technology testing 35 i,ii S NM CO $

Develop traffic signal maintenance contact template 36 ii - E CO $

Develop traffic signal maintenance contract oversight 
template 37 ii - E CO $

Develop arterial its operations and maintenance 
contract templates 38 ii,v M E CO $

Update to TSMCA 39 ii - E CO $
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3.4.4. FIELD TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION
FDOT CO TSM&O Division and Districts identified action items related to field technology implementation, as 
shown in Table 5, to provide signal systems with higher situational awareness. The goal is to make all signals 
communicate critical information back to a central system for remote operation and monitoring. The following 
eight (8) action items are identified under this category.

Table 5. Field Technology Implementation Action Items

These action items are identified as short, mid, or long-term. Although these efforts are closely coordinated with 
CO, most of the action items will be led by the Districts. These action items fall under the TSM&O Strategic 
Plan priority areas and five (5) items are identified as short, mid, and long-term, high-cost, needle-mover 
tasks while three (3) of them are enablers to help move the needle in the right direction for the field technology 
implementation. The term “high resolution” is used for the controller with a higher number of data enumerations 
i.e. at 1/10th of a second or higher, as desired by the local agency for their safety and operational needs. ATSPM
and CV applications benefits from having 1/10th of a second high-resolution data.

FIELD TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION
Goal: Provide eyes and EARS ON ALL SIGNALS Task # Predecessors TSM&O 

Focus # Status Q-S-
M-L

Mover, 
Enabler CO,D $

Add communications to all traffic signals 40 2 ii,v L NM D $$$$$

Upgrade traffic controllers with high-resolution and 
CV data capabilities 41 2 ii,v L NM D $$$$$

Develop plan for testing and evaluation of emerging 
technology 42 2, 35 ii,iii S E CO $$

Implement pilot projects for testing and evaluation of 
emerging technologies 43 42 ii,iii S NM CO,D $$$$

Develop plan for data collection and options 44 2 ii,v M E CO $$

Implement data collection plans and options 45 2, 44 ii,vi M NM D $$$$

Implement ITS/CV on priority corridors 46 1, 2 ii,iii L NM D $$$$$

Update regional its architecture for arterials 47 2, 46 i,ii S E D $$$
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3.4.5. TRAFFIC CONTROL STRATEGIES
FDOT CO TSM&O Division and Districts identified action items related to traffic control strategies, as shown in 
Table 6, to actively manage and operate corridors using remote access to all signals. The goal of the STAMP 
traffic control strategies is to develop stakeholder partnerships and use contractual services to deploy traffic 
control strategies. The following six (6) action items are identified under this category.

Table 6. Traffic Control Strategies Action Items

The above action items are identified as mid to long-term. Although these efforts are closely coordinated with 
CO, most of these action items will be led by the Districts. These action items fall under the TSM&O Strategic 
Plan priority areas. Note that three (3) action items are identified as long-term, high-cost, needle-mover 
while one (1) action item, ATSPM, is identified as mid- term, medium-cost, needle-mover. Two (2) tasks 
are identified as enablers to help move the needle in the right direction for the traffic control strategies. 
FDOT is participating in the FHWA’s Every Day Counts (EDC) Initiative 4 with a goal of installing ATSPM with 
at least four (4) agencies. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL STRATEGIES
Goal: Actively manage and operate corridors using 
remote access to all singles.

Task # Predecessors TSM&O 
Focus # Status Q-S-

M-L
Mover, 
Enabler CO,D $

Identify staffing resources needs and implement plan 
to fill the gap 48 2, 38 ii,v M E D $$

Implement AAM for ICM 49 48 ii,v L NM D $$$$$

Implement ATSPM 50 2, 3 ii M NM D $$$

Implement ASCT 51 2 ii L NM D $$$$$

Develop CV phase-in plan for traffic control 52 43, 61 ii,iii,v M E CO $$

Implement CV phase-in plan for traffic control 53 52 ii,iii,vi L NM D $$$$
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3.4.6. TMC TECHNOLOGIES
FDOT CO TSM&O Division and Districts identified action items related to Traffic Management Center (TMC) or 
central system software technologies, as shown in Table 7, to actively manage and operate corridors using remote 
access to all signals. The goal of the STAMP traffic control strategies is to develop stakeholder partnerships and 
use contractual services to deploy traffic control strategies. The following ten (10) action items are under this 
category.

Table 7. TMC Technologies Action Items

The above action items are identified as quick, short, mid, or long-term. Although these efforts are closely 
coordinated between CO and Districts, some of these will be led by CO and some by the Districts. These 
action items fall under the TSM&O Strategic Plan priority areas. Note that four (4) action items are identified as 
short to mid-term, medium-cost, needle-movers while one (1) action item, Implement Data Management 
System, is identified as long-term, high-cost, needle-mover. Five (5) tasks are identified as enablers to help 
move the needle in the right direction for TMC technologies.

TMC TECHNOLOGIES
Goal: Actively manage and operate freeway and 
arterial corridors leading to integrated corridor 
management.

Task # Predecessors TSM&O 
Focus # Status Q-S-

M-L
Mover, 
Enabler CO,D $

SunGuide with Arterial System Operation Module 54 ii,vi M E D $$$$

Develop Application Program Interface (API) to 
connect to local systems 55 54 ii,vi S NM CO $$$

Implement API for Districts 56 55 ii,vi M E D $$$

Develop dashboard requirement matrix (hierarchical) 57 56 ii,vi Q E CO $$

Implement dashboard application 58 57 ii,v,vi M NM D $$$

Develop Decision Support System (DSS) for ICM 59 ii,v,vi Q E D $$

Implement DSS for ICM 60 59 ii,v,vi M NM D $$$

Develop partnership(s) for Security Credential 
Management (SCMS) 61 43 ii,iii,vi S NM CO $$$

Develop data management plan including 
maintenance 62 55 ii,iii,vi S E CO $$$

Implement data management system 63 62 ii,v,vi L NM CO,D $$$$
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3.4.7. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
FDOT CO TSM&O Division and Districts identified action items related to TMC or central system software 
technologies, as shown in Table 8, to actively manage and operate corridors using remote access to signals 
and other ITS devices. The goal of the STAMP traffic control strategies is to develop stakeholder partnerships 
and use contractual services to deploy traffic control strategies. The following seven (7) action items under this 
category. 

Table 8. Operations and Maintenance Action Items

The above action items are identified as short to mid-term. Although these efforts are closely coordinated 
between CO and Districts, some of these will be led by CO and some by the Districts. These action 
items fall under the TSM&O Strategic Plan priority areas. Note that two (2) action items are identified as 
mid-term, medium-cost, needle-movers. Four (4) tasks are identified as enablers to help move the needle 
in the right direction for O&M.

3.4.8. STAMP ACTION PLAN EARLY INITIATIVES
As a result of the STAMP action items listed in Tables 4 through 8, there are several early initiatives that 
are identified and categorized under the following four areas to move forward with:

1. Detection – to evaluate and deploy detection devices and/or use probe data for performance measures.
2. Upgrades – to upgrade infrastructure systems for Districts, and local agencies, and fill communication

gaps for all signals.
3. Controllers – to upgrade agency controllers to latest version(s) to address ATSPM and CV needs.
4. Emerging Technologies – to evaluate and deploy emerging technologies at the field and TMC level.

These early initiatives are tied to the District’s performance goals and a return on investment analysis should 
be performed before considering any of the elements for deployment.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 
Goal: Proactive operations and maintenance of all 
SHS.

Task # Predecessors TSM&O 
Focus # Status Q-S-

M-L
Mover, 
Enabler CO,D $

Develop staffing resources plan for operations 64 28 ii S E CO $$$

Develop operations baselines and performance goals 65 64 ii,v S E D $$$

Develop staffing resources plan for maintenance 66 26 ii,v M E CO $$$

Develop maintenance baseline and performances and 
performance goals 67 66 ii,v S E D $$$

Develop Statewide Enterprise application (SEA) for 
TSMCA 68 ii,vi M NM CO $$$

Automate TSMCA inspection verification process 69 55 ii,vi M NM D $$$
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4 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
   AND ASSESSMENT
4.1 PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND GOALS
The 2017 TSM&O Strategic Plan, Section I.C “Path to Goal-Setting” provides direction related to outcome-based 
performance measures and performance assessment. Districts and the CO TSM&O Division will use the “Path to 
Goal-Setting” in Section I.C. to establish Goals for mobility, safety, and maintenance outcome-based performance 
measures. Mobility performance measures applicable to STAMP include travel time reliability, throughput, and 
delay reduction. These performance measures and goals are intended to apply to all modes of transportation 
using these arterial roadways. Districts are encouraged to consider and set goals for other outcome-based 
performance measures for arterials, as well, in collaboration with MPOs and local agencies. District will establish 
performance-based goals for arterial routes and route segments based on region or context settings by June 30, 
2019. Goals will reflect historical performance and traffic volumes. Districts will also establish PEG for routes and 
route segments by June 30, 2019.   

4.2 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Strategic Plan Section V.C. “Performance Metrics, Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting” provides direction 
on performance assessment for the next three years. The intent is for Districts to monitor Goals and PEG 
associated with O&M continually and report to the TSM&O Division quarterly and annually as follows for STAMP: 

• FY 17/18: Report accomplishments toward selection of performance measures, selection of arterial routes
and segments to monitor, and creation of abilities to report on performance outcomes.

• FY 18/19: Report accomplishment toward selecting Goals and PEG.
• FY 19/20: Report arterial performance outcome results quarterly and annually for arterial network for which

the District supports implementation, operation or maintenance of advanced arterial systems.

TSM&O strategies and projects selected for implementation should focus on outcomes to support achieving 
Goals, PEG, and P-PEG described in Strategic Plan Section I, “TSM&O Vision, Mission, and Goals”. Many 
STAMP strategies have other potential performance metrics and benefits. As appropriate, Districts may establish 
Goals, PEG, and P-PEG for these metrics. Districts are encouraged to monitor and report results toward 
accomplishment of any additional Goals, PEG, and P-PEG, at least annually. 
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5 CONCLUSION
The STAMP Action Plan outlined 69 action items that are specific, measurable, accountable, relevant, and timely 
for CO and Districts to accomplish within the next three to five years. The intent of this document is to provide 
Districts and FDOT Partners a statewide vision and roadmap under the seven priority focus areas. Once the 
STAMP Action Plan is adopted, the Districts and CO will be moving towards achieving action item goals in a 
time bound schedule. In the process, the action items may be modified, added, or removed in full coordination 
with the Districts and FDOT Partners. The ultimate purpose of the STAMP Action Plan is to achieve the outcome 
goals while periodically assessing these goals to make sure that the outcomes are met. The Districts should work 
towards improving arterials operations with all tools available as identified in the STAMP Action Plan and TSM&O 
Division will provide all support and guidance achieve outcome goals.
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AAM Active Arterial Management

ASCT Adaptive Signal Control Technology

ATSPM
Automated Traffic Signal Performance 
Measures

CMM Capability Maturity Model

CO Central Office

CV Connected Vehicle

DMP District Managed Programs

DSS Decision Support System

DVMT Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled (in thousands)

FDOT Florida Department of Transportation

FHWA Federal Highway Administration

FSP Freight Signal Priority

ICM Integrated Corridor Management

CVTSS Connected Vehicle Traffic Signal System

ITS Intelligent Transportation System

M&O Management & Operations

MAP-21 Moving Ahead for Progress in 21st Century

MMICM Multimodal Integrated Corridor Management

MPO Metropolitan Planning Organizations

MVM Million Vehicle Miles

NHS National Highway System

O&M Operations and Maintenance

PD&E Project Development and Environmental

PDO Property Damage Only
Ped-
Safe

Pedestrian Safety

PEG Performance Enhancement Goals

P-PEG Project-Performance Enhancement Goals

RoS Routes of Significance

SCMS Security Credential Management System

SEA Statewide Enterprise Application

SHRP2 Strategic Highway Research Program

SHS State Highway System

SMP Statewide Managed Programs

SIS Strategic Intermodal System

STAMP Statewide Arterial Management Program

STEOO State Traffic Engineering and Operations Office

TMC Traffic Management Center

TPO Transportation Planning Organizations

TSM&O Transportation Systems Management and 
Operations

TSMCA Traffic Signal Maintenance and Compensation 
Agreement

TSP Transit Signal Priority

LIST OF ACRONYMS
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APPENDIX A  CMM WORKSHOP
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APPENDIX

Questions for STAMP Action Plan interviews with Districts: 

1. What are your District’s hot-button issues with regards to arterials? What are your priority focus
areas?

2. How do you expect the STAMP Action Plan to help with District’s regional goal achievement?

3. Would you be interested participating in the development of the Action Plan? How?

4. How do you want to define the action items? Is there an expectation to set up a baseline and
make the Action Plan schedule driven?

5. How do you see it related to the TSM&O strategic plan? What components would you like to
bring in to the Action Plan?

6. What are the major outcomes you expect from the Action Plan? (Outcomes)

7. What type of outcome based performance measures you would like to see with the Action
Plan?(Performance Assessment)

8. What field technologies we should pursue under the Action Plan? (Field Technologies)

9. What traffic control strategies we should pursue under the Action Plan? (Traffic Control/Arterial
TSM&O Strategies)

10. What are the traffic incident management existing practice in your region for arterials? How can
we improve upon the existing practice to extend to arterials?

11. What TMC technologies we should pursue under the Action Plan? (TMC Technologies)

12. What are your operations goals and how can we improve on the existing practices with regards
to arterials? (Operations)

13. What are your maintenance goals and how can we improve on the existing practices with
regards to arterials? (Maintenance)

14. What is needed before meaningful outcome-based performance assessments for arterials can
occur

15. What are some needle-movers in STAMP that can help FDOT maintain and establish the national
leader status, mobility goals and safety goals on arterial management?

APPENDIX A
DISTRICT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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APPENDIX A DISTRICT INTERVIEW 
QUESTIONS ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX B

STAMP PROJECT SELECTION CRITERIA
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